
UNIT
ONE 
P A I N  P O I N T S  -  T H E  T H I N G S  

T H A T  S T O P  Y O U  F R O M  

C R E A T I N G



It's time to look
back, friend.

This unit is all about the rewind and the

revisiting, and it can bring a lot of pain to our

forefront so first and foremost I want to share

with you an affirmation that’s helped me

TREMENDOUSLY in my life. 

 

“I have earned the right to be here, just by being

born. The Universe chose me, and is so glad that

I’m here.”  

 

When things get chaotic, center yourself around

this thought. 

 

You’re a lovely human bean, and the Universe

chose you to be here. As you go through the

videos and the workbook, remember to take

time for yourself and take breaks. While there is

space for you to fill out certain things in the

workbook, it might also be a good idea to grab a

journal for some of the longer prompts.  

 

If you need a little extra support or you are stuck

on something take what you need from the

group! It's a great place.    

K I R A  R U D J E N
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I want you to take a moment to think back on the first time that

you felt excited about something you were working on, and then

something happened that squashed your joy. 

 

Whether it was a made up song, a painting, a new project or idea,

think back and write about the experience. Who was there? What

did they say?  

 

When we think back on the first time we remember feeling shame

around creating, it’s often not a deeply buried memory. Usually, its

right at the surface.  This is considered THE BIG MOMENT. When

everything changed, when your trajectory shifted.  

 

When you're done, say the affirmations included below (say them

out loud!) and watch the next video.

part one (the big moment)



Affirmation break! 
 

1. I accept myself no matter what happens 
 

2. My survival rate is 100%, which makes me
indestructible 

 
3. I am working on pulling light energy into my life

daily 
 

4. There is always enough

part one (the big moment)



part two

Now that you’ve written about a particular

moment in time you remember feeling

negatively affected by, I want you to consider all

these little moments you’ve been through. All

these things that stopped you in your tracks,

validated your insecurities, and squished your

joyful heart. Think of them like a tidal wave,

frozen in time.  

 

Look at each drop of water. You’re safe where

you are. It’s okay to see each moment and bring

it into the forefront of your mind.  

 

Remember.  

 

Each of these moments exist, and they have all

served their purpose. This exercise is not meant

to make you take these back in to your heart as

truth, it’s meant to help you see these things as

drops of water. Single drops in an entire ocean. 

 

 But remember that in our minds eye, this tidal

wave is frozen in place. It ain't goin anywhere. 

 

Pause. Breathe. Visualize. Take up space. 
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Use this space to write out as little or as much as you’d

like about the moments in time that stand out to you.  

 

With this visualization you’ve conjured, you've pulled this

tidal wave right out of your chest bones and put it in front

of you in order to see things more clearly.  

 

What do you see? Who was there? What was said? Take

your time, and give yourself lots of room to breathe here.  

 

See you in the next video! 

part two (visualization)



Affirmation break! 
 

1. It is safe for me to remember things 
 

2. I am not damaged, I am indestructible 
 

3. I am always moving towards 
the best version of my self 

 
4. Memories are not current circumstances

part two (visualization)



part three

Here’s where it gets interesting. All of these

pain points are a part of the massive ocean of

time your journey inhabits. Your future, your

past, your current thoughts and the dreams

you’ve had and forgotten right after you’ve

woken up, its all in this MASSIVE ocean.  

 

That feeling of being unable to move forward

is because these drops of water aren’t doing

what they’re supposed to. They’re not

evaporating and shifting and changing into a

more useful thing, fresh water. Clouds. Rain.  

 

They need to be released, even if it is

moderately forcefully. 

 

If you haven't already, now might be a good

time for you to shift onto a journal that’s

meant to be kept safe, secret, and loved.  

 

Often these moments that are keeping us

stuck in our creative paralysis have come from

others, right? Whether its interactions with

people we trusted, parents, or teachers, when

we’ve had experiences that have stopped our

joyous heart in our tracks it is often because of

others and their words or actions. This is

important.  
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Here’s why. 

 

Because these things have come out of other

peoples souls, you get to give it back to them. 

 

You get to release these moments from your

ocean and create something out of them thats

much more useful, your damn freedom.  

 

These words, these moments, these little

interactions, they don’t deserve to keep your

future from you. They don’t deserve to keep

your imagination and inspiration limited. They

no longer belong to you.  

 

In this next section, we are going to write

letters to these moments and these people

thanking them for their time here and giving

them back to wherever they came from.  

 

The thing to center yourself around is that you

are planning ahead.  

 

You are SO ready for your next tiny step, but in

order to do that you need to organize and

clean house.  
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Here's my example, you can use this format
or you can make your own to suit your own
needs. 
___ 
 
Dear terrible moment and those involved
numero uno:  
 
Thank you for your time, I have taken all I can
from this experience and it is no longer
serving me. 
 
I no longer accept the way this makes me
feel and I’m giving it back to you. Your
actions made me feel ______ but this pain is
not mine and it does not belong to me
anymore.  
 
Where I am going I have no more room for
things that make me feel small. I am ready to
move in to a place where light fills me up
and brings me peace, not shame. 
 
Our time is finished. I release you from my
bones, and from my memory banks. Thank
you very much, go forth in peace.  
____ 
 
That's it!  
 
 
 

part three (release)



You're amazing,
friend.

Listen, this does not have to be done in one

sitting, (in fact, I don't recommend it) and it

can be an emotional experience so I

encourage you to give yourself space and give

your heart grace.  

 

We are opening the closet thats hidden all our

pain and shining a really really bright flashlight

into it, there’s bound to be some pushback. 

 

It’s okay to take it slow, and to take breaks. It’s

okay to go at a pace that feels safe, and if you

need help reach out to those who love you and

take what you need.  

 

You’re doing your best!  

 

In the next Unit we learn about ourselves and

learn to see our bravery. See you there!  

 

all rights reserved, no distribution 

legally allowed, dont' be an asshole. 
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affirmation break 

I have the right to be happy
and nothing can take that

away from me



BONUS 
G R O U N D I N G  A N D  C O R D  

C U T T I N G .

When you've written your letters and spoken your

affirmations, if you still feel like you're covered in

cobwebs try this exercise. 

 

find a comfortable position to sit in, and focus on the

feelings you're surrounded by. Close your eyes. Hold your

hands out in front of you and touch the top of your head

gently. Using a wiping off motion (like you got some dust

on your noggin you need to get off) wipe from the top of

your head to your shoulders. Do this 4 more times, and

then do this same wiping motion on your chest and your

tummy.  

 

You are cleaning the clinging emotional cords from your

aura that are stuck to you.  

 

Focus on slow breathing and intentional movements.

Stand up. Wipe your hands in a downward motion on

your thighs to your knees, and then finally to your

feeties.  

 

Feel better? 
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